
Spa expedition information 

 

 The spa name is Thermae Boetfort.  
 All info on their website.  
 It is open from 10.30am to 11pm.  
 Entrance is now 38.5 € and you can stay as long as you want.  
 It is located outside of Brussels, close to the airport. 

 

Going there and coming back 

You can of course share an uber to go there.  

The bus is a De Lijn bus number 270. The bus ride takes about 40 minutes.  

You can pay the fare by sending a text message with just the two letters DL to the number 4884. 
Otherwise, you can buy a ticket in the bus (a bit more expensive).  

To go to the spa, take the bus 270 direction Keerbergen. The best spot to get in the bus is botanique. 
On Sunday, there is one bus every hour at 11 past the hour (so 10h11, 11h11…). You go down at 
Melsbroek Geerensstraat (it is the first stop after passing the barriers to leave the airport area). 
When you go down, you cross the road and the spa is just a 5 minutes’ walk away.  

To come back from the spa, same bus 270 direction Brussels that you take on the other side of the 
road from where you arrived. On Sunday, there is one bus every hour at 33 past the hour (so 13h33, 
14h33…). Make sure you are there a good 5 minutes before as the bus can arrive a bit earlier.  

 

On the spot 

 There are two sections, nudist and not nudist (the nudist part is the biggest one, with access 
to the park).  

 You can rent all you need (bathrobe, slippers, towel) but also can bring it with you.  
 There is a restaurant (you will need a bathrobe to go to the restaurant).  
 You will need an ID at the entrance.  

 

NOTE: respect quietness and calm of the place at all times or you will be kicked out! 


